Get rid of those geese today!
Static displays don’t work.

Dogs are expensive. Instead use safe, harmless noisemakers to invade the pest’s territory with irregular movement and intimidating sounds.


Long Island golf course and athletic field construction firm seeks highly motivated salesperson to sell sports field construction and maintenance throughout the tri-state region. Must be self-starter and ambitious. Excellent career opportunity for work to fast-growing, fast-paced company. Excellent salary, commission and benefits. Fax resume to THE LANDTEK GROUP, INC: 631-691-2392. OTHER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.

Joke of the Month
A guy is stranded on a desert island for 10 years. One day a beautiful woman swims to shore in a wet suit.

The guy says “Hi! Am I ever glad to see you!”

“Well, hello,” says the woman. “It looks like you’ve been here a long time. How long has it been since you had a cigarette?”

“It’s been ten years!” he says. At this, the woman unzips a slot on the arm of her wet suit and gives the guy a cigarette and a lighter.

“Thank you so much!” he says, taking a long drag.

“So tell me,” the woman continues, “How long has it been since you had a drink?”

“It’s been ten years,” he admits. The woman opens a slightly longer zipper on her wet suit, comes up with a flask of whiskey and gives the guy a drink.

He takes a swig and sighs happily. “Thank you so much. You’re a miracle!”

Finally, the woman starts to unzip the front of her wet suit and asks the guy leadingly, “So tell me, mister, how long has it been since you played around?”

He looks at her in disbelief and gasps, “Don’t tell me you’ve got a set of golf clubs in there, too?!”

This index is provided as an additional service. The publisher does not assume any liability for errors or omissions.
Out of Bounds

SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT

the brackets

NO OTHER MAJOR SPORT SQUEEZES IN 63 GAMES OVER THREE WEEKS AND HAS AS MANY NAIL-BITING, BUZZER-BEATING AND GIANT-KILLING FINISHES AS THE ANNUAL NCAA Men's Basketball Tournament.

AND NO OTHER MAJOR SPORTING EVENT DOES MORE TO TRANSFORM CASUAL FANS INTO SELF-AGRANDIZING EXPERTS THAN THAT RITE OF MARCH KNOWN AS THE NCAA Tournament pool. BE IT AT THE OFFICE, AMONG FRIENDS OR NOW ONLINE, THE TASK OF PROGNOSTICATING THE RESULTS OF ALL 63 GAMES TO CAPTURE PRIZE MONEY BREEDS GREEDY STATISTICAL CRUNCHERS, SCOUTING REPORT READERS AND ARMCHAIR COACHES FULL OF BLUSTER.

BUT BEFORE YOU COMPLETE THE BRACKET FOR THE POOL AND BEFORE YOU SCAN THE SPECIAL SPORTS SECTIONS FOR A SECRET EDGE, THERE ARE A FEW POINTERS BEFORE YOU START PENCILING IN YOUR PICKS:

• KNOW THE SCORE. Unlike hoops, pools have a variety of scoring options. The most common is you score more points for correct picks in later rounds, something such as 1-2-4-8-12-24 or a similar variation. Some prefer to pick each round separately (with or without point spreads) and take a composite record. This is the most fun, but also the most work.

• SEE THE FLOOR. Before you start scrawling your choices, anticipate potential matchups. Try to determine which team is the best in each region.

• THOUGHT OF THE BRACKETS IN TERMS OF MINI TOURNAMENTS, WHICH HELPS YOU BREAK DOWN THE MATCHUPS.

• WORK BACKWARDS. Pick your Final Four teams first, and fill in the blanks for them all the way back. Do the same for all the way back. Doing so helps you see the bracket better, as well as avoid the common problem of, "Hey, how did Joe's College end up in the Elite Eight?"

• CHOOSE YOUR UPSETS WISELY. There are always a few shockers in the early rounds, and normally a few No. 2 and No. 3 seeds are eliminated by the end of the second round. While it's great to cheer for the underdog, it's usually a sucker bet. Why bet the farm on Alcorn State when it's only worth a point?

• THE KEY IS IN THE 'TWEENERS. Most people screw up brackets in the mid-level matchups — No. 5 vs. No. 12, No. 6 vs. No. 11. If you can win a majority of these games in the first round, you'll be in good shape.

• DO YOUR HOMEWORK. Before choosing teams based on their reputations, look at how a team got to the tournament and how experienced it is. Also consider potential matchups, common opponents and stuff like field-goal percentage, field-goal defense and rebounding. Teams that play solid D and hit the boards are normally the teams that win.

And, hopefully this year, my Kansas Jayhawks will be that team.

Happy picking and let the madness begin.

Mark Luce, who rocks and chalks in Lawrence, Kan., can be reached at mluce@sunflower.com.
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Your Greens are no Place for Gambling...

Unless you're betting on a proven winner. Bensumec™ 4LF Pre-emergent Grass & Weed Herbicide has been proven to have the highest degree of turfgrass tolerance on your bentgrass greens and tees. Bentgrass maintains its density, even after years of applications. And nothing has been proven more effective for the elimination of Poa annua. Bensumec also controls goosegrass, crabgrass and other undesirable grasses and broadleaf weeds. You can bet on it.

PRE-SAN® Granulars, available in 7% and 12.5% formulations, also provide consistent performance and a high degree of turfgrass tolerance. Both Bensumec and Pre-San contain Betasan®.

Most efficacious in soil with low organic content — perfect for sand-based greens.

Always read and follow label directions.
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